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Abstract. One of the aims of component-based software engineering is the reuse
of existing software components in different deployment contexts. With the re-
deployment of a component, its performance changes, since it depends on the
performance of external services, the underlying hardware and software, and the
operational profile. Therefore, performance prediction models arerequired that
are able to handle these dependencies and use the properties of component-based
software systems. Parametric contracts model the relationship of provided and
required services of a component. In this paper, we analyse the influence of ex-
ternal services on the service execution time applying parametric contracts and
a performance prediction algorithm based on Markov chains. We verbalise the
assumptions of this approach and evaluate their validity with an experiment. We
will see that most of the assumptions hold only under certain constraints.

1 Introduction

Performance and scalability of performance are important influences on the quality of
a software system as it is percieved by the users. In industrial applications, poor per-
formance directly translates into financial losses. Despite its importance, performance
is only considered during late development stages when at least parts of the system
are implemented. This ’fix-it-later’ attitude [17] often yields expensive refactorings of
the system, since many performance issues are based on design decisions made during
early development stages of the project. To prevent these types of mistakes, good per-
formance prediction models are required. These models should be able to evaluate the
performance of a software system during early stages of the development. They should
allow the evaluation of different design alternatives and guide the software architect.
In many cases, this requires a lot of additional effort from the software architect and,
therefore, is unattractive. The advantages of component-based software architectures
can be used to ease this task: Predefined components limit thedegrees of freedom of
the architecture and can provide additional knowledge. Thecompositional structure of
component-based software architectures allows the performance prediction for the sys-
tem for different levels of abstraction [11].

Since a component can be deployed in different contexts, itsperformance cannot be
considered as a constant. The performance depends on external services, the underlying
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hardware and software, and the operational profile [3]. We need a formal model to pre-
dict a component’s performance considering these parameters. In this paper, we focus
on the influence of external services on the execution time ofthe services provided by
a component and evaluate the underlying assumptions of the proposed approach.

Different approaches to compute the execution time of a service have been sug-
gested so far [1, 13, 18, 8, 4]. Most approaches for performance prediction models use
queuing networks, stochastic Petri nets, and process calculi. Many of the analysis tech-
niques of these approaches are based on Markov chains. Several assumptions result
from the usage of Markov chains. These assumptions are seldom verbalised or further
investigated.

In this paper, we use a modified version of the approach described in [18, pp.352-
359] in combination with parametric contracts to compute the expected service exe-
cution time based on the mathematical properties of Markov chains. The contribution
of this paper is the explicit verbalisation of the assumptions of Markovian-based per-
formance prediction models and the discussion of their consequences. Furthermore, we
use our relatively easy and computation efficient approach to evaluate these assumptions
and derive some of the preconditions for the application of such prediction models.

This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces parametric compo-
nent contracts and the required mathematical background ofMarkov chains. Section 3
explains the approach for the computation of the expected execution time of a service
based on Markov models. Section 4 verbalises the mathematical assumptions and the
data required by the proposed approach. The prediction model is evaluated in section
5 using a prototypical web server developed in our group. Theresults are used to dis-
cuss the validity of the assumptions. Related work is discussed in section 6. Section 7
concludes the paper and presents future research ideas.

2 Fundamentals

2.1 Parametric Contracts

Component contracts lift the Design-by-Contract principle of Meyer (“if a client fulfils
the precondition of a supplier, the supplier guarantees thepostcondition” [12]) from
methods to software components. A component guarantees a set of provided services if
all required services are offered by its environment. Design-by-Contract cannot only be
applied to functional properties, but also to non-functional properties. Adding Quality
of Service (QoS) attributes to the contract, a component service ensures that it provides
a certain QoS if its environment offers the required QoS attributes.

Static QoS contracts have the drawback, that the component developer cannot fore-
see all possible reuse contexts of his components in advance. Therefore, he cannot pro-
vide a component with all the configuration possibilities that will be required to fit into
future reuse contexts. In several scenarios, one single pre- and postcondition will not
be sufficient, since this might induce too hard restrictionsso that the reusability of a
component is unnecessarily limited. Even if the required quality attributes of a com-
ponent are not satisfied, the component is likely to work (with an adjusted quality).
The authors of [14] come to the conclusion that: “We do not need statically fixed pre-



and postconditions, butparametric contractsto be evaluated during deployment-time.”
Parametric contracts enable the computation of the qualityprovided by a component
service in dependence on the quality of its environment.

Service effect specificationsare required to describe intra-component dependencies
of provided and required services. A service effect specification models external ser-
vice calls executed by a component service. This can be done by a signature list or, if
the execution order of the external services is important, by the set of call sequences
invoked by the service. Regular expressions, finite state machines (FSMs), or Petri nets
are possible methods to describe an infinite set of call sequences. Within the scope of
this paper, we use Markov models for this purpose. Markov models can be considered
as FSMs that are enriched with transition probabilities. Service effect specifications
enable the computation of QoS attributes of the provided services (postcondition) in
dependence on the QoS attributes of the required services (precondition). For QoS, the
computation of the required attributes yields a solution space and, therefore, its benefits
are questionable.

Fig. 1.Parametric Component Contract.

Figure 1 illustrates parametric contracts for QoS attributes. The component shown
there provides a single service calleda, which requires two servicesb andc. The exe-
cution time ofa can be calculated from the execution times ofb andc. The computation
requires the service effect specification ofa depicted in the component. As mentioned
above, the computation of the parametric contract is only applicable in one direction.

Parametric contracts have already been used to predict quality attributes of compo-
nent-based software architectures, for example, reliability [14] and performance [6]. We
are presenting an approach to compute the mean service execution times in dependence
on the mean execution times of the required external services. To do so, we use Markov
chains and Markov models as a description of the service effect specifications.

2.2 Markov Chains

Markov chains represent the core of most performance and reliability prediction mod-
els. For example, they are used to evaluate queueing networks and stochastic Petri nets.
Their analysis can be either stationary or transient. In this paper, we focus on the tran-
sient models. Therefore, we introduce a modified version of Markov chains, which eases
the task of reasoning about transient models. Furthermore,we clarify the relationship
between Markov chains and Markov models.



Definition 1 (Markov Chain). A stochastic process{Xm, m = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . } that
takes on countable number of possible values and has the property that, given the
present, the future is conditionally independent of the past, is called a Markov chain
[15, p. 135].

For the scope of this paper, we only consider Markov chains with a finite state space.
The set of possible values of a process will be denoted by the state spaceS = {s1, s2,
s3, . . . , sn} wheren is the number of states. IfXm = si, then the process is said to be
in statesi at timem.

A Markov chain with a finite state space can be specified by atransition matrixP ,
whose entriesP (si, sj) are given by the probability that, whenever the process is in
statesi, it will be next in statesj , that isP (si, sj) = P{Xm+1 = sj |Xm = si}. Since
probabilities are non-negative and the process must take a transition into some state, we
have that

∀ i, j = 1, . . . , n : P (si, sj) ≥ 0 and for alli = 1, . . . , n :
n

∑

j=1

P (si, sj) = 1.

Even if the stochastic process described by a Markov chain isinfinite (each visit to a
state must be followed by a visit to another state), some of its state are visited a finite
number of times. These states are calledtransient.

Definition 2 (Transient and Recurrent States).Consider a Markov chainX =
{Xm,m = 0, 1, 2, . . . } with the finite state spaceS. For any two statessi, sj ∈ S
we denoteQ(si, sj) the probability that, starting in statesi, the Markov chainX ever
visitssj , that isQ(si, sj) = P

(

number of steps fromsi to sj < ∞
)

. Statesi is said
to berecurrentif Q(si, si) = 1 and transientif Q(si, si) < 1 [16, 15].

If statesi is recurrent, then, starting in statesi, the process will infinitely often reen-
ter statesi. Otherwise, ifsi is transient, the process will reenter statesi only a finite
number of times and then never return to statesi.

Next, we introduce transient Markov chains that describe stochastic processes of an
arbitrary but finite length. ’Finite length’ means that the process reaches a final state
after a finite number of steps and terminates. The finiteness of the process is required to
model service effect specifications which, in general, describe terminating services (we
assume that all services of a component terminate).

Definition 3 (Transient Markov Chain). A transient Markov chain is a Markov chain
of an arbitrary, but finite length [10].

This requires that all states of the Markov chain are transient and that the state space
S is finite. Otherwise, the process might be infinite long, since once a recurrent state
is entered, it is visited infinitely often. The finiteness of the process requires a set
of statesF whose sum of the outgoing transition probabilities is belowone, that is
∑n

k=1
P (sf , sk) < 1 for all sf ∈ F . If the process enters a statesf in F , there is a

certain probability (given by1 −
∑n

k=1
P (sf , sk)) that it never leavessf and, there-

fore, terminates. The states inF are calledfinal states. This definition contradicts the
original definition of Markov chains, where the sum of the Markov probabilities of all
outgoing transitions of a state must be one.



2.3 Markov Models

Markov models are visualisations of Markov chains which canbe seen as FSM whose
transitions are annotated with the probability of taking the transition from the current
state. Like in Markov chains, the next state depends only on the current state and is in-
dependent of the past (Markov property). The fact that Markov Models are an extension
of FSMs implies that the state space of the described Markov chains has to be finite. It
is also required that the process has a single start state.

Definition 4 (Markov Model). A Markov ModelM = (E,S, F, s0 , δ , u) consists of
an input alphabetE, a finite set of statesS, a set of final statesF, a start states0, a
transition functionδ : S × E → S, and a total functionu : S × E → [0; 1] mapping a
probability value to each transition [14]. It must hold that

∑

e∈E

u(s, e) = 1 for all s ∈ S − F and

∑

e∈E

u(s, e) ≤ 1 for all s ∈ F.

The sum of all outgoing transition probabilities must be onefor non-final states and
below one for final states. Unlike Markov chains, the transitions are annotated with
input symbols. Therefore, it is possible that more than one transition exists from one
state to another.

Example 1 (Markov Model).Figure 2 shows a Markov modelM = (E,S, F, s1, δ, u)
with the input alphabetE = {d1, d2, d3, d4}, the state setS = {s1, s2}, the final state
setF = {s2}, and the start states1. The transition functionδ and the probability func-
tion u are defined as shown in figure 2. The transition probabilitiesare printed in braces
behind the input symbol of a transition. The Markov model represents the service effect
specification of the imaginary serviced0. Starting in the states1 the process returns to

Fig. 2. Service Effect Specification ofd0 as a Markov Model.

this state with a probability of0.3 or goes tos2 with a probability 0.7 = 0.2 + 0.5 tak-
ing either transitiond2 or d3. The example illustrates the differences between Markov
model and Markov chains. Two transitions lead from the startstates1 to the final state
s2. Both are associated with different input symbols and transition probabilities. This
cannot be modelled with Markov chains, since they do not allow more than one tran-
sition from one state to another. Furthermore, the transitions of Markov chains are not
labelled.



2.4 Expected Number of Visits to a State

We can compute the expected number of visits to each state of aMarkov chain using
its potential matrix. The expected number of visits to a state are used in section 3to
compute the service execution time.

Definition 5 (Potential Matrix). Consider Markov chainX = {Xm,m = 0, 1, . . . }
with the finite state spaceS. Let the random variableNj be the total number of visits
to statesj . Then the matrixR whose elements areR(si, sj) = E[Nj |X0 = si], the
expected number of visits to statesj starting in statesi, is called thepotential matrix
of the Markov chainX [5, p. 123].

The potential matrixR(si, sj) of a Markov chain contains the expected number of
visits to a statesj starting in statesi on a path of arbitrary but finite length. The expected
number of visits can be calculated with the following theorem [5].

Theorem 1 (Calculation of the Potential Matrix). Let X be a Markov chain with a
transition matrixP . Then the potential matrixR is given by

R = (I − P )−1.

Within the scope of this paper, we consider the special case of transient Markov
chains with a finite state space. In this case, the inverse matrix R = (I − P )−1 of
theorem 1 exists, since all state of the Markov chain are transient [10, 5, 18]. Next, we
demonstrate how the potential matrix and its computation presented in theorem 1 can
be used to calculate the expected service execution time based on the ideas in [18].

3 Time Consumption of a Service

The proposed prediction model demands that the service effect specifications of a com-
ponent are given as transient Markov models. The states of the Markov model represent
the execution of internal component code. The transitions are associated with external
service calls and represent the execution of external code.Both, states and transitions,
are associated with random variables representing their execution time. “Random” does
not mean that nothing is known about the variables. In fact, arandom variable can be
specified in different ways, for example, by a probability density function or an expected
value.

As discussed in section 2.4, we can compute the expected number of visits for each
state in a transient Markov chain. In our case, we need the number of visits to the
states as well as to the transitions, since the service effect specifications are given as
transient Markov models, whose states and transitions consume time. To compute the
service execution time, the Markov model has to be transformed first. This introduces
an additional state for each transition so that the number ofvisits to the transition can
be determined. Next, the potential matrix, which contains the expected number of visits
to each state, is computed. Combining this with each state’sexecution time yields the
mean execution time of the service specified by the Markov model.



3.1 Transformation of Markov Models by Transition Substituti on

Unlike Markov chains, Markov Models allow multiple transitions from one state to an-
other. To preserve the knowledge about these transitions ina Markov chain and to enable
the computation of the number of visits to a transition, we substitute each transition by
a calling transition, an intermediate state, and a return transition. So, the transition and
its properties can be associated with the intermediate state. In the following, we will
call the result of the substitutiontransformedMarkov model.

In a transformed service effect specification only states consume time and tran-
sitions are timeless. The time consumption of the service call and return might play a
significant role for remote procedure calls in distributed systems. For sake of simplicity,
their time consumption is included in the time consumption of the states.

Example 2 (Transition Substitution).Figure 3 shows the transformed version of the

Fig. 3.The Markov Model of Figure 2 with Substituted Transitions.

Markov model in figure 2. A new state is introduced for each transition. For instance,
the statesd1 is introduced for the transitiond1. The calling transition of the serviced1
is labelled withd1′. The probability associated with the transitiond1′ is the probability
of the transitiond1, since the process must visit the intermediate state every time the
original transition has been taken. All return transitionsin figure 3 are labelled with
the symbolret. Their probability is one, since the process must leave the intermediate
state and the probability of the calling and return transition must be the same as the
probability of the original transition. In the next step, wedemonstrate how the expected
number of visits to a state can be used to compute the expectedexecution time of a
service.

3.2 Computation of the Mean Service Execution Time

We can compute the expected number of visits to each state with the potential matrix of
the Markov model. After the transformation of a Markov model, states are the only
entities consuming time. Now we can compute the mean serviceexecution time as
follows [18].

Let Ms = (E,S, F, s0 , δ , u) be the transformed Markov model of serviced. Given
the expected number of visits to each state inMd and its expected time consumption, we
can compute the total expected time consumption of the service. The expected number



of visits to a statevs multiplied by its expected execution timeE[Xs] yields the total
time spent ins during the execution of the service. The sum of these times over all
states inMd yields the expected execution time of the serviced:

E[Xd] =
∑

s∈S

vs ∗ E[Xs]. (1)

Example 3 (Expected Service Execution Time).The transition matrix of the Markov
model shown in figure 3 is:

P =





















s1 sd1 sd2 sd3 s2 sd4

s1 0 0.3 0.5 0.2 0 0
sd1 0 1.0 0 0 0 0
sd2 0 0 0 0 1.0 0
sd3 0 0 0 0 1.0 0
s2 0 0 0 0 0 0.4
sd4 0 0 0 0 1 0





















We added the state names to the matrix to clarify which columnand row is associ-
ated with a certain state. The rows of the matrix represent the source states and the
column the destination state. For example, the probabilityof going froms1 to sd1 is
P (s1, s2) = 0.3.

The potential matrix (see definition 5)R corresponding to the transition matrixP
is:

R = (I − P )−1 =





















s1 sd1 sd2 sd3 s2 sd4

s1 1.43 0.43 0.71 0.29 1.67 0.67
sd1 1.43 1.43 0.71 0.29 1.67 0.67
sd2 0 0 1 0 1.67 0.67
sd3 0 0 0 1 1.67 0.67
s2 0 0 0 0 1.67 0.67
sd4 0 0 0 0 1.67 1.67





















The matrixR contains the expected number of visitsR(si, sj) of each statesj starting
in si. The expected number of visits to a statesj by the whole Markov process is given
by the entryR(s1, sj). States1 is the start state of the process and contains the number
of visits of the process to the state. For example, on averages1 is visited1.43 times,
sd1 0.43 times, ands2 1.67 times. Note: these values are expectations and therefore,
do not need to be an actual possible number of state visits. During the execution of our
example Markov model, the process cannot visits1 1.43 times. It is either visited once,
twice, three times and so on.

Table 1 shows the expected number of visits to each state according to the potential
matrix in example 3, the expected time consumption of the state, and their product. The
sum of the time consumed by each state is shown at the bottom.

Note that the resulting time consumption is an expected value. The actual service
execution time might vary strongly. However, the mean valueof a large number of
measurements converges to the expected value as the number of measurements grows.



StateNumber of VisitsExpected Time ConsumptionVisits * Time
1 s1 1.43 15µs 21.5µs

2 sd1 0.43 160µs 68.8µs

3 sd2 0.71 2500µs 1775.0µs

4 sd3 0.29 120µs 34.8µs

5 s2 1.67 30µs 50.1µs

6 sd4 0.67 450µs 301.5µs

Total 2251.7µs

Table 1.Time Consumption of the Service.

4 Assumptions of the Model

The approach described above makes several assumptions regarding the properties and
knowledge about the analysed system. The purpose of this section is the explicit listing
of the underlying assumptions. In section 5, we evaluate theassumptions with an exper-
iment. We will see that most of the assumptions can be only considered as valid under
certain constraints.

The assumptions of the model concern two different areas. Onthe one hand the
usage of Markov models and expected values leads to mathematical assumptions made
by these methods. On the other hand, the prediction model assumes that the modeller
knows certain details of the analysed component and its environment. Both types of
assumptions are discussed in the following.

4.1 Mathematical Model

M1 - Markov Property: The Markov property describes the fact that, for Markov
chains, the choice of the next transition only depends on thecurrent state and not on the
path to the state. This neglects the fact, that in real world applications the control flow
can be influenced by its past.
M2 - Independence of Execution Times:Another assumption results from the addi-
tion and multiplication of the expected values in formula 1.By doing so, we assume
that the execution times of different states and services are independent. In reality, this
assumption might not hold. For example, if due to a high workload of another program
the execution of a service takes unexpectedly long, it is very likely that the performance
of the next service will be poor as well. This aspect leads to the following assumption.
M3 - No External Influences on the Execution Time:If we consider the execution
time of a service, we assume that it is the execution time of the service only. Even if
the examined program is the only program running, this is nottrue in general. On every
practically relevant multi-threading operating system several services are running in
the background. Furthermore, the execution environment itself influences the time con-
sumption of a service, for example, by a Just-In-Time compiler or a garbage collection.
M4 - Independence of Input Parameters:The execution time of a service is assumed
to be independent of its input parameters. This assumption is made no matter if we de-
scribe the execution times by probability mass functions ormean values. In the second
case, the assumption is stronger, since no variation of the execution time is captured.



It can be easily seen that this assumption is very critical for certain kinds of methods.
For example, the lengths of a file strongly influences the execution time of the method
SendContentToClient, which transfers the file to the client host.
M5 - Appropriateness of Mean Values:Furthermore, we require that the execution
times of services and states are given as expected values. This assumption is somewhat
related to the assumptionsM3 andM4 listed above. However, these hold for probability
density functions as well. Compared to probability densityfunctions, mean values are
easy to specify for the software architect. On the other hand, the expected value neglects
important information about the random variable, which it describes. For example, no
information about the deviation or the distribution of the random variable is given. This
information would allow a more detailed prediction of the service performance [6], but
requires a higher effort during its specification. Also, it leads to a computational inten-
sive prediction model.
M6 - Negligible Influences of Concurrency:Limiting ourselves to Markov models,
we can only model single-threaded software systems. However, most existing appli-
cations are multi-threaded, especially if graphical user interaction is involved or the
system is serving several clients simultaneously like the web server in our example. If
the concurrency of the system is not to high, one might neglect it, since this results in
simpler computational models for performance prediction.

This assumption is closely related to assumptionM3. However, the difference lies
in (a) the source of the influence and (b) the knowledge about the influence. In case of a
multi-threaded system, the influence on the execution time is caused by the application
itself. So, it is known in advance under which circumstancesa new thread is started,
which resources it requires, and which job it fulfils. This knowledge can be used to
determine the influence of threads on the system’s performance. This is not possible for
external influences, since, in general, the information about the runtime environment of
the system is not sufficient.

4.2 Availability of Data

To predict the execution time of a service, we demand information from the component
developer as well as from the component deployer. From the component developer, we
require information about the inner structure of the component, which is used to com-
pute the pre- and postconditions of the component in its environment. The component
deployer has to specify the deployment context of the component(s). So, we assume
that certain data is available for the prediction of the system’s performance. In the fol-
lowing, we will list the required data and discuss how it can be obtained.

D1 - Service Effect Specifications:From the component developer, a description of
the internal structure of a component is required. This description is given in form of
service effect specifications. In general, a service effectspecification models external
calls executed by a service in form of signature lists or protocols.

There are two ways to determine the service effect specifications of a component
depending on the way the system is developed and/or if the component is already imple-
mented or is developed from the scratch. In the first case (bottom up), the source code
of the component already exists and can by used (by the component vendor) to generate



the service effect specifications automatically. This is a rather difficult task and might
not be applicable in every case. Currently, this approach isinvestigated in the scope of
the development of a round trip engineering tool form component based software sys-
tems in our group. In the second case (top down), the service effect specifications must
be derived from the component specification. This includes inner component specifi-
cations as state charts and intra component specifications such as sequence diagrams.
Both can be used to derive service effect specification, since we are only interested in
the externally visible states of the components. For our example in section 5, we used
state charts to explicitly specify the service effect.
D2 - Transition Probabilities: Despite the specification of the service effect, the tran-
sition probabilities of the Markov model are needed. The specification of this probabil-
ities is a hard task and it is not known whether the component developer or component
deployer is supposed to do this. On the one hand, the component developer has a better
knowledge of the inner component dependency and, therefore, can handle the relation-
ships between input parameters and branching probabilities better. On the other hand,
the component deployer knows the components context and hasa better idea of the
operational profile of the component. The knowledge about both aspects is required to
give reasonable good estimation of the transition probabilities. Therefore, we propose
the parametrisation of the transition probabilities by theoperational profile.
D3 - Execution Times of Internal States:The component developer has to specify
the expected execution times of the states of the service effect specifications. These
represent the execution of internal component code. Until now, the execution time of
a state is specified as a single figure only. It might be useful to define the execution
time as a function of the component’s deployment context, since external aspects like
the underlying hardware and execution environment influence the execution time of the
component’s code and external services.
D4 - Execution Times of External Service Calls:The component deployer has to
specify the execution times of external services, if they cannot be computed by our
approach. As for the component code, the execution times of external services depend
on the underlying hardware and execution environment. Standard benchmarks can be
used, to measure the execution times of the services provided by the environment (e.g.,
the class libraries of .NET). This allows more accurate predictions for a component in
a special environment.

5 Evaluation of the Assumptions

The mathematical assumptions listed in section 4.1 requirea detailed evaluation using
a real system. We performed two case studies using a prototypical web server devel-
oped in our group to evaluate the assumptions. Both case studies give us hints, which
assumptions hold and which need to be examined in more detail. Unfortunately, they
do not (in)validate any of the assumptions. A more detailed evaluation with different
software systems is required to reach that goal. However, the results are good indicators
for possible problems and pointers for future research.

For the evaluation of the prediction model introduced above, we compare measured
mean execution times of our web server to the computed predictions of the model. The



web server is entirely written in C# and is based on the Microsoft .NET 1.1 framework.
It consists of a set of components that communicate over a setof specified interfaces. It
is important to mention, that the web server is multi-threaded starting a new thread for
each incoming request.

5.1 Evaluation Model

The evaluation does not only require the measurement of the execution time of a service,
but also must provide detailed information about the order of service calls to retrace
a path taken in the service effect specification to compute the transition probabilities
of the Markov model. This information must be stored in a way that it can be easily
analysed. We developed a prototype of a profiler, which enables us to log the execution
time of each service call and the order in which the services were called. Furthermore,
we are able to retrieve the caller of a service. This information is used to enrich the
service effect specifications of the web server with transition probabilities. Therefore,
the number of visits to each state and transition is counted.The number of visits to a
state must be greater than or equal to the number of visits to its outgoing transitions,
since the state must be visited before one of these transitions is taken. Furthermore, if
the state is a final state, it might happen that the execution terminates in the state. So,
the transition probability from a statesi to a statesj is:

P (si, sj) = Ti,j/Si,

whereSi is the number of visits to statesi and Ti,j is the number of visits to the
transition fromsi to sj .

Fig. 4.Markov Model of the ServiceHandleRequest of theStaticFileProvider Com-
ponent.

Figure 4 shows the service effect specification of the methodHandleRequest,
which is provided by theStaticFileProvider component. The method handles



requests to objects stored in the local file system, e.g. pictures and static web pages.
The transition probabilities are printed in braces behind the service name associated
to the transitions. For example, the probability of sendinga HTTP error to the client
from the stateState2 is 0.13, the probability of writing a message to the log file and
continue the execution is 0.81, and the probability that thedefault file name must be
retrieved first is 0.06. Moreover, the picture shows the measured execution times of
states and transitions in microseconds. We use the service effect specification shown
here to evaluate the assumptions.

5.2 Experimental Evaluation

The cases studies performed here show that some of the assumptions made by the pro-
posed models (and many other performance prediction modelsas well) only hold under
certain constraints. To get the big picture, further evaluations, including a more detailed
and stricter analysis, are already planned in the context ofour project. For the case stud-
ies, we used the service effect specification of the methodHandleRequest shown in
figure 4.

Both case studies were conducted as follows. The prototypical web server was run-
ning on a machine with a controlled environment, that is, theweb server was the only
running program. So, interferences of other programs were excluded as good as possi-
ble. On another machine a web application stress tool was used to simulate the simul-
taneous access of ten users on the web server. Both case studies lasted 30 minutes. The
example web pages used here contained only links to static HTML and picture files.
To make the evaluation more intresting, we included some links to non-existing files in
our example pages. For the first case study, all links were clicked equally often. In the
second case study, we simply omitted clicking the broken links. This represents only
a small change of the operational profile, but already has an effect on the computa-
tions and the results. In both case studies, we used the measured data to compute the
transition probabilities and average execution times. Figure 4 shows the service effect
specification of the serviceHandleRequest. The annotated execution times and tran-
sition probabilities are the results of the first case study.The results of the second case
study deviated from the first experiment in some points. Mostimportant, the transition
probabilities at the states 2 and 4 changed, since the service SendHTTPError was
not executed in the second case study. This is obviously a consequence of the modified
operational profile.

In the first case study, the serviceHandleRequest was called7617 times in
total. Its mean execution time was2438.15µs. In the second case study, the service
was called6950 times and its average was3233µs. The probability mass functions
of both case studies are shown in figure 5. Both functions showa wide overlap, their
differences might be explained be the differences in the operational profile. Considering
the probability mass functions, the big difference in the mean values is quite surprising.

A closer analysis of the measured results shows, that about one percent of all mea-
sured results deviate strongly from the remaining values. The execution times of these
service calls were significantly larger. For example, the maximum time consumption of
the serviceHandleRequest was678395µs, which is 333 times larger than the me-
dian. What is the cause of these strong deviations? The loggedinformation shows, that
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during the execution of the services with extremely long execution times other services
were started and/or executed. This information is derived from the start and stop time of
each service. So, the multi-threading of the web server was one of the causes of the long
delay. Therefore, one has to take care when modelling a multi-threaded application, like
the web server, only with Markov models. In general, we can state that assumptionM6
does not hold, even for systems with a low level of concurrency. However, we continue
the analysis of our results by removing the influence of multi-threading. To do so, we
remove the strongly affected measurements. In total, aboutone percent of the measured
results of both case studies is removed for this reason.

Now we have a mean execution time of1981µs for the first and2233µs for the
second case study. The remaining difference in both values (and the probability mass
functions in figure 5) can be explained by the differences of the operational profile used
in both experiments. Before looking into this, we have to examine the accuracy of the
predicted execution times.

5.3 Comparing the Predicted Values with the Computed Results

As first challenge of our prediction model, we chose the computation of the execution
time of the serviceHandleRequest based on the exact measured transition proba-
bilities and execution times of states and transitions. This resulted in exact the same
execution time of1981µs and2233µs for both experiments. So, the model is correct
if it gets the correct input values. However, in reality it isquite unlikely that a system
developer is able to estimate the execution time of a servicewith that accuracy. For
this reason, we the analyse the influence of errors on the predicted values. As we will
see, even with inaccurate input values useful predictions can be made. We use overall
service execution times instead of estimating the execution time of each transition sep-
arately and round the execution times to100µs for transitions. In both case studies, the



execution times of all states are set to20µs except state 2, which is a lot more complex
than the other states. It is set to200µs. The serviceSendHTTPError has an overall
measured execution time of900µs in the first case study and is not called in the second
one. The serviceWriteLogEntry has an overall measured execution time of100µs
in both case studies. Interestingly, the results for all services (except for the service
SendHTTPError, which is not called in the second case study) are the same forboth
case studies. The resulting execution time is2060µs for the first and2216µs for the
second case study, which equals an error of 4% and less than 1%respectively. Next, we
use transition probabilities that are rounded to one decimal place instead of two decimal
places. This yields an error of 11% for the first and less than 1% for the second case
study. If we predict the results of the second case study withthe rounded results of the
first we get a mean execution time of2216µs, which corresponds to the result using the
rounded values of the second case study, as expected.

The results show, that there are two main sources of errors inour prediction model.
The first one concerns theestimated execution times. Equation 2 shows that there is
a linear relationship between the maximal error of the estimated input times and the
computed result.

∑

s∈S

vs(aE[Xs]) = a
∑

s∈S

vsE[Xs] = aE[Xd] (2)

In the equation,a is the deviation of the input time with the greatest error andE[Xd]
is the actual expected execution time of serviced. The maximal error of the computed
result isemax = |E[Xd] − aE[Xd]|. In general, the actual error made during the com-
putation is likely to be significant smaller, since most errors are smaller and different
errors equalise each other.

The second source of errors are wronglyestimated transition probabilities. The
influence of these errors strongly depends on the service effect specification. The prob-
abilities with the strongest effect can be found at loops or cycles and alternatives with
strongly varying execution times. The number of visits to a state connected to a cycle
depends on the probability associated with a loop. A higher probability yields a higher
number of visits which results in a longer execution time. The estimation of transition
probabilities is a difficult task, since they heavily dependon the operational profile of
the component as we have seen in both case studies. In the service effect specification
of figure 4, the probabilities of the outgoing transitions ofstateState2 are defined by
the incoming requests. For example, theSendHTTPError transition is only taken if
the incoming request is faulty. This is sometimes the case inour first case study, but
not in the second one. So, for the specification of the transition probabilities a certain
domain knowledge is required.

5.4 Consequences for the Assumptions

After the presentation of the main results of the case studiess, we have to examine the
consequences for the assumptions listed in section 4.1.

AssumptionM1 (Markov Property) seems to be valid only if the operational profile
of the system does not change. In other words: The transitionprobabilities are a function



of the operational profile. However, it is very likely that other aspects, like the input
data, also influence the transition probabilities.

AssumptionM2 (Independence of Execution Times) seems to be valid if mean val-
ues of a single-threaded application in a controlled environment are considered. For
multi-threaded systems the case is a little more complex. One percent of the service
calls were extremely slow due to this factor. The analysis ofthese calls shows, that in
most cases only one of the methods called by the service consumes the largest amount
of the total execution time. The other services are slower aswell, but their contribution
to the overall execution time is comparatively small.

Unfortunately, we cannot make any statement concerning theassumptionsM3 (No
External Influences on the Execution Time) andM4 (Independence of Input Parameters)
from the results of the case studies. So, these require further investigations.

The cases studies show that a mean value (assumptionM5)is only sufficient to de-
scribe a methods execution time, if external and internal influences are removed com-
pletely. Especially, the second case study showed that in the case of disturbing influ-
ences, the mean value is not a good representation of a randomvariable, since 95% of
all measured values were smaller than the mean. This was caused by only one percent
of the measured data. Probability mass functions might be a more appropriate method
to specify service execution times [7]. However, they are hard to specify in advance for
the system developer.

The blocking of concurrent threads of the web server is one ofthe causes of the
strong deviation of some of the measured values. Therefore,multi-threading cannot be
neglected, even if its influence is considered low (assumption M6). One might argue
that this problem can be solved using probability mass functions instead of mean val-
ues. Unfortunately, they can deal only with the influence of constant multi-threaded
behaviour. For example, it is not possible to predict the performance of a system with
100 user based on the measurements made with 10 users. Furthermore, it is hard to
determine the influence of multi-threading on the executiontime of a single service in
advance.

6 Related Work

Several performance prediction models have been proposed during the past years. Many
of these are based on Markov chains and, therefore, share some of the assumptions of
the proposed approach. Bolchet al. [4] and Trivedi [18] give a good introduction in
the basic concepts of performance and/or reliability prediction models. They introduce
Markov chains, queueing networks, and stochastic Petri nets to evaluate performance.
Some different performance evaluation methods are evaluated in [2, 7]. Gortonet. al.
evaluate the influence of the middleware on the performance of component-based soft-
ware architectures [9]. A prediction model that is closely related to ours uses parametric
performance contracts [6, 13, 10] and predicts the execution time of component-based
software architectures using probability mass functions.The authors of [8] propose an
approach to get the required input data for the prediction ofa program’s performance
and/or reliability. This includes the transition probabilities between components, the ex-
ecution time, and reliability. Even if their approach is quite similar to ours, concerning



the retrieval of data, the selected level of granularity is lower. They consider the consider
the interaction between components omitting information about single services.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we developed an approach to calculate the meanexecution time of a ser-
vice using transient Markov models based on the ideas in [18]. The approach considers
the influence of the execution times of external services on the performance of the
services provided by a component. Therefore, the service effect specification and the
mean execution times of external services are required. Usually, both can be obtained
with low additional effort. Service effect specifications are closely related to a compo-
nent’s code and can be automatically generated in certain cases. The execution times
of external services can either be measured by default benchmarks or be computed us-
ing the proposed prediction model (compositionality). Furthermore, we verbalised the
mathematical assumptions and the availability of requireddata. We conducted two case
studies to evaluate the predicted values to the measurements and to analyse the valid-
ity of the assumptions. For this, a prototypical web server was used. We discussed the
mathematical assumptions of the model on the basis of the results. Most of the assump-
tions hold only under certain constraints, which limit the applicability of the approach.
However, the case studies showed that realistic predictions can be made if the discussed
constraints hold. As a result of the work presented in this paper, we gained a better
understanding of the advantages and problems of Markovian performance prediction
models.

Future research has to accomplish two goals, which interactwith each other. On
the one hand, the validity of the assumptions of this and other approaches need to be
evaluated in more detail to determine the exact possibilities and limits of a given ap-
proach. On the other hand, methods and techniques have to be developed to overcome
the constraints caused by the mathematical assumptions, ifand only if this is necessary.
The evaluation of the assumptions showed that at least to areas are of great interest: The
influence of the operational profile and/or input data and theinfluence of concurrency.
Acknowledgements: I would like to thank Klaus Krogmann for implementing the web
server and members of the Palladio research group and Heinz Schmidt for the fruitful
discussions.
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